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P2DAP – Sybil Attacks Detection in Vehicular
Ad Hoc Networks

Tong Zhou, Romit Roy Choudhury, Peng Ning, and Krishnendu Chakrabarty

Abstract—Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are being
increasingly advocated for traffic control, accident avoidance,
and management of parking lots and public areas. Security
and privacy are two major concerns in VANETs. Unfortunately,
in VANETs, most privacy-preserving schemes are vulnerable
to Sybil attacks, whereby a malicious user can pretend to be
multiple (other) vehicles. In this paper, we present a lightweight
and scalable protocol to detect Sybil attacks. In this protocol, a
malicious user pretending to be multiple (other) vehicles can be
detected in a distributed manner through passive overhearing by
s set of fixed nodes called road-side boxes (RSBs). The detection
of Sybil attacks in this manner does not require any vehicle in
the network to disclose its identity; hence privacy is preserved at
all times. Simulation results are presented for a realistic test case
to highlight the overhead for a centralized authority such as the
DMV, the false alarm rate, and the detection latency. The results
also quantify the inherent trade-off between security, i.e., the
detection of Sybil attacks and detection latency, and the privacy
provided to the vehicles in the network. From the results, we see
our scheme being able to detect Sybil attacks at low overhead
and delay, while preserving privacy of vehicles.

Index Terms—Coarse-grained hash, fine-grained hash, privacy,
security, Sybil attack, vehicular ad hoc network

I. INTRODUCTION

VEHICULAR Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) are being
advocated as a means to increase road safety and driving

comfort, as well as to facilitate traffic control [1] [2]. For
example, cars can collectively sense information about traffic
congestion and relay them to other cars, toll stations, or the
Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) to facilitate traffic re-
routing. Several other applications can become feasible if ve-
hicles cooperate among themselves to achieve a common goal.
When designing a cooperation-based system, it is important
to address security and privacy concerns. The system needs
to be robust to non-cooperating entities, and should ideally be
able to detect/punish them quickly. To ensure the authenticity
of messages propagated in VANET, a straight-forward method
is to use public keys certified by a certification authority (CA)
to sign the messages. The certified public keys are called
“pseudonyms”. On the other hand, in order to prevent vehicles
from being tracked by identifying the keys that are used, each
vehicle can switch among multiple pseudonyms, which are
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difficult to correlate to each other. With this approach, it is
difficult for an attacker to identify vehicles by examining the
used keys. The above scheme has been proposed by many
researchers [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], and works efficiently.

Although the above method protects the privacy of the
vehicles, it leaves another security hole. Since it is difficult
to tell whether two messages are from the same vehicle by
examining their public keys, a malicious vehicle may pretend
to be multiple vehicles (a Sybil attack) and then distribute
false information. The deleterious effects of such attacks can
cascade through the network. Vehicles are expected to obtain a
new pseudonym from a trusted Road-Side Box (RSB) (serving
as a CA) immediately before the earlier pseudonym expires.
In [8] and [9], a light-weight solution is proposed to solve
this issue. Vehicles only hold one valid pseudonym at a time,
and are expected to obtain a new pseudonym from a trusted
Road-Side Box (RSB) or from the on-line CA if the current
pseudonym becomes invalid. In this scheme, it is critical that
the vehicles have access to a CA when it needs to update
its pseudonym. Without such an online infrastructure support,
the vehicles are not able to obtain new pseudonyms and send
signed messages. Also, if an attacker compromises an RSB,
he can issue many certified pseudonyms to malicious vehicles,
thus creating false messages in that area.

Yet another technique exploits directional antennas to iden-
tify the position/direction from which a message arrives [10].
A car launching a Sybil attack is expected to get caught
because all the duplicate messages will come from the same
position. However, in dense networks, localization errors can
lead to frequent false positives. More importantly, a smart
attacker may use directional antennas to mislead its neighbors
about its directions.

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving scheme to
detect Sybil attacks in VANETs under a commonly used
framework in the existing work [11]. The framework assumes
that vehicles communicate with each other in a multihop
manner, and the communication is monitored by an RSB
through passive overhearing. The RSB is securely connected
to the DMV via a backhaul wired network. The DMV plays
the role of a certificate authority (CA), and has the ability
to manage vehicle registration, ownership, and other admin-
istrative policies. Our scheme requires the DMV to provide
vehicles with a pool of pseudonyms that are used for hiding
the vehicle’s unique identity. On the other hand, to prevent
a vehicle from using multiple pseudonyms to direct a Sybil
attack, the pseudonyms assigned to a particular vehicle are
hashed to a common value. By calculating the hashed values
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of the overheard pseudonyms, an RSB and the DMV will be
able to determine whether the pseudonyms came from the
same pool, thus helping to identify a Sybil attack. In this
scheme, privacy is preserved as long as the RSB can be trusted.
However, a compromised RSB may be able to “single out” a
vehicle by assimilating all the pseudonyms hashing to a unique
value. Several other challenges arise while attempting to
incorporate both privacy and security into a vehicular network
system. We discuss these challenges, and address them sys-
tematically through a light-weight, scalable protocol that we
call “Privacy Preserving Detection of Abuses of Pseudonyms”
(P2DAP). The details of P2DAP are presented in Section III.
Though our algorithm requires the calculation/storage of the
pseudonyms, we prove that the computational overhead and
storage overhead are affordable.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the system model and assumptions. Section III
presents the proposed detection schemes to handle specific re-
quirements. Section IV further discusses the P2DAP algorithm
and proposes three possible improvements. Section V presents
simulation results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and
outlines future research directions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe our assumptions regarding to
the VANET system, capabilities of the attackers, and the Sybil
attacks.

A. Assumptions on VANET Architecture

1) The DMV is the trusted party that maintains vehicle
records and distributes certified pseudonyms to vehicles.
The DMV has enough resources to generate pseudonyms
quickly and store all the vehicle-related information, and
is referred to when any authoritative clarification is nec-
essary. However, such DMV services are not designed
for heavy network traffic – excessive communication can
cause the DMV to become a bottleneck.

2) Vehicles are untrusted parties. They communicate with
each other in a multihop manner. A message ex-
changed among vehicles is signed with a DMV-certified
pseudonym.

3) RSBs are wireless access points. They are scattered
along the road and connected to the DMV via a backhaul
network, acting as intermediates to the DMV. The RSBs
monitor vehicular activity, identify suspicious behavior,
and report to the DMV for confirmation and punishment.
The RSBs may be compromised, thus they cannot be
used for critical functions – for example, the RSB
cannot authenticate a message or distribute pseudonyms.
However, they can be used to improve the scalability of
a system.

The overall architecture of a VANET, is shown in Figure 1.

B. Assumptions of Attackers’ Actions

In this section, we discuss the actions of attackers that we
are interested in.

1) Announce false messages – False data injection: A
vehicle can sign a false message and then broadcast it.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of VANET.

Such an attack cannot be detected from the message
itself, since the message can be signed by a CA-
certified pseudonym. This attack may be addressed by a
majority voting scheme if there are more benign vehicles
than attackers. However, the voting scheme fails if the
attacker carries out Sybil attack by generating sufficient
false identities to outvote benign vehicles, which we will
discuss next.

2) Pretend to be multiple vehicles by using multiple
pseudonyms – Sybil attack: In VANET, a vehicle
can carry out a Sybil attack by using its multiple
pseudonyms to sign messages. If a vehicle can be
identified from a set of pseudonyms it uses, then the
vehicle’s privacy is compromised. As a result, vehicles
and RSBs that overhear multiple messages signed with
an attacker’s pseudonyms have no means of recognizing
that these pseudonyms actually belong to the same
vehicle. This paper proposes a method to solve this
problem.

3) Compromised RSBs: RSBs are semi-trusted parties, and
some RSBs may be compromised by the attackers. We
assume that RSB compromises can be easily detected
by the DMV, thus being quickly revoked. However,
attackers can still gain information stored in the RSBs.
Therefore, a scheme’s resilience to RSB compromise is
determined by the amount of information released to
and held by the RSBs.

In summary, it is necessary to have a framework allowing
RSBs to detect a Sybil attack, without knowing the association
between pseudonyms and unique vehicle IDs (i.e., without
compromising privacy). The framework design needs to be
scalable in terms of the workload it imposes on the DMV, and
needs to be robust against RSB compromise. Moreover, it is
important to quickly detect the attack and perform subsequent
punishments/revocations to minimize the impact of the attack.
To address these concerns, we propose a new scheme, referred
as Privacy-Preserving Detection of Abuses of Pseudonyms
(P2DAP).

C. Structure of Events and the Use of Pseudonyms

In vehicular network applications, vehicles are expected
to broadcast specific events whenever they observe them.
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Counting the number of vehicles that send the same message
is an important primitive that several VANET applications
depend on. To achieve the notion of same or different events,
we need to unambiguously define the format of “events”.
An event is a tuple (t, l, e) generated at a pre-defined time

interval t ∈ T, in a pre-defined region l ∈ L for an event type
e ∈ E, where T,L,E are distributed to vehicles.

An attacker carries out the Sybil attack by abusing multiple
pseudonyms. On the other hand, in order to avoid being
tracked, benign vehicles can also use multiple pseudonyms
to report events. In order to distinguish the benign use of
pseudonyms from the abuse of pseudonyms, we now introduce
the following restriction on the use of pseudonyms.
A benign vehicle can use only one pseudonym to sign one

event.
If a vehicle uses multiple pseudonyms to sign an event such

that others think there are multiple vehicles reporting the same
event, the action is considered to be a Sybil attack, and the
vehicle is deemed to be malicious.

III. THE PROPOSED P2DAP SCHEME

This section presents our scheme on handling Sybil attacks.
The main purpose is to detect Sybil attacks and revoke mali-
cious vehicles immediately after detection. A baseline method
is to forward all the reported events to the DMV, and let the
DMV examine the signatures of each message. On observing a
single event (ti, lj, ek) signed with two different pseudonyms
of the same vehicle, the DMV considers that vehicle as an
attacker. The drawback of this method is the heavy network
traffic on the DMV. Therefore, we propose P2DAP schemes
in which RSBs perform most of the DMV’s task to reduce the
communication overhead. We also discuss how our schemes
preserve privacy in case of RSB compromise.

A. Complete Two-Stage P2DAP Scheme

We first propose the Complete Two-Stage P2DAP Scheme,
abbreviated as C-P2DAP. Later, we will propose a number
of variances of C-P2DAP to improve the performance of the
scheme. In P2DAP scheme, we delegate most of the detection
to RSBs, and involve the DMV only when suspected vehicles
need to be confirmed as a Sybil attacker. However, since RSBs
are not trusted entities, the vehicle information available to
the DMV cannot be transferred to the RSBs. In view of these
constraints, we divide the vehicles into groups, and release the
group information to RSBs. Such information allows RSBs to
detect suspicious behavior, but is not sufficient for RSBs to
track vehicles, because RSBs cannot distinguish a vehicle from
a group of vehicles. To group the vehicles, we use the one-way
hash function to hash the pseudonyms during initialization.
Initialization Step

Initially, the DMV knows the total number of vehicles, and se-
quentially generates a sufficient number of yearly pseudonyms
for all the vehicles. After generating a pseudonym p, the DMV
first hashes (p | κc) using a one-way hash function, where κc

is a global key. It then selects a set of bits from the hashed
result to create hash collisions. The selected bits are referred as
“coarse-grained hash value”. After that, the pseudonym p is
placed into a group, which stores the pseudonyms with the
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Fig. 2. The generation and two-level hashing of a pseudonym p.

same coarse-grained hash values. In other words, for each
pseudonym pl in the m-th coarse-grained group, we have
H(pl|κc) = Γm, where H is a one-way hash function, and
Γm is the coarse-grained hash value for group m. We refer
such groups as “coarse-grained groups”. The key κc will be
distributed to all the RSBs.

Next, the DMV calculates the hash value for the above p
with a new key κf , and selects a set of bits from the result.
The bits selected from the new hash value are referred as the
“fine-grained hash value”. The pseudonym p is then placed
into a subgroup of the coarse-grained group, namely fine-
grained group, in which all the pseudonyms have the same
fine-grained hash value. For each pseudonym pl′ in the n-th
fine-grained group under the m-th coarse-grained group, we
have H(pl′ |κf ) = Θn, where Θn is the fine-grained hash
value for the subgroup n.

The above steps are referred as “two-level hash”, and are
shown in Figure 2. The DMV keeps generating and two-
level hashing pseudonyms until all fine-grained groups contain
enough pseudonyms for a vehicle’s use. After that, the DMV
loads a unique fine-grained group of pseudonyms to each
vehicle at the time of yearly vehicle registration, and stores the
corresponding (Γm|Θn) as the vehicle’s secure plate number.
From the above description, it is obvious that the mapping
from secure plate numbers to vehicles is one-to-one. Thus,
the DMV needs to carefully choose the length of Γm and Θn,
such that the total number of available secure plate numbers
are greater than or equal to the number of vehicles.

The two-level hashing saves storage for the DMV, because
the DMV can link a pseudonym to a vehicle by calculating
its coarse-grained and fine-grained hash values, and then
comparing them with the secure plate number (Γm|Θn). This
obviates the need of maintaining vehicle secure plate numbers
and pseudonym association.

After the initialization stage, the DMV stores the secure
plate number for each vehicle, and secretly keeps the fine-
grained hash key κf .
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Generating Pseudonyms with Short-Period Keys
When generating the pseudonyms, we need to consider the
lifetime of a coarse-grained key κc, because an attacker
gaining access to an RSB can partially learn the pseudonyms
of all the vehicles for that lifetime. If the lifetime is too
long, the privacy of the vehicles will be severely impaired.
Therefore, κc should be given a short lifetime such as one
or two days. We can then modify the initialization stage as
follows.

We divide a whole year’s time into Ω time intervals.
Each time interval can be one day. In the initial pseudonym
generation, the DMV uses a set of coarse-grained keys Kc,
instead of one key, κc, to hash the pseudonyms. Each key
κc,γ ∈ Kc is used to generate pseudonyms for the γ-th time
interval. The pseudonyms that are hashed to Γm with the
key κc,γ will be put into the m-th coarse-grained group, and
they can only be used in the γ-th time interval. After that
time interval, these pseudonyms will be discarded. To prevent
malicious vehicles from using expired pseudonyms to sign
events, the DMV uses different keys to generate certificates
for pseudonyms in different time intervals. Thus, vehicles can
recognize an expired pseudonym by examining its certificate.
Initially, the DMV secretly holds all the coarse-grained hash
keys. At the beginning of γ-th time interval, the DMV releases
the key κc,γ to the RSBs. By this approach, an RSB holds
each valid coarse-grained key only for a short time. When an
RSB is compromised, the attacker only obtains the coarse-
grained hash key for the current time interval. We do not
impose any restrictions on the fine-grained key κf , because
the DMV does not release it, and an attacker cannot obtain it
by compromising an RSB.

Comparing to the long-period keys, this short-period key
generation uses Ω coarse-grained hash keys instead of one,
thus bringing an extra storage overhead to the DMV. At the
same time, the computational overhead will increase, which
we will show in Section V-B.
Sybil Attack Detection Step
When vehicles communicate, an RSB overhears all the

vehicles within their communication range, and puts the
pseudonyms used to sign the event (ti, lj, ek) in the list
Li,j,k. When all pseudonyms for the event (ti, lj , ek) are
collected, the RSB detects the Sybil attacks as follows –
The RSB goes through each pseudonym p in the list Li,j,k

and computes the coarse-grained hash value H(p|κc). (Recall
that κc is pre-distributed to all RSBs in the initialization
step.) If ∃p, p′ ∈ Li,j,k such that H(p|κc) = H(p′|κc), then
the RSB notices that two pseudonyms of the same coarse-
grained hash value are used to sign the event (ti, lj, ek).
This can be either (i) a Sybil attack where one vehicle is
using multiple pseudonyms to report the same event, or (ii)
a false alarm, where an event is reported by two vehicles
whose pseudonyms are in the same coarse-grained group. The
RSB cannot discriminate between (i) and (ii) and it sends the
report to the DMV. The report contains the event (ti, lj, ek),
the hash value Γ, the pseudonyms whose coarse-grained hash
value is Γ, the signatures of the event, and the certificates
accompanying the pseudonyms.

On receiving an RSB report, the DMV first verifies the
signatures and the coarse-grained hash value Γ to prevent

a compromised RSB from implicating a benign vehicle. If
the RSB proves to be bonafide, the DMV calculates the fine-
grained hash value H(p|kf ) for each pseudonym p in the RSB
report. If ∃p, p′ in the report such that H(p|κf ) = H(p′|κf ),
the DMV concludes that p and p′ are from the same vehicle
that has attempted a Sybil attack. The DMV then takes further
action to punish or revoke the malicious vehicle.

In this scheme, a Sybil attack is guaranteed to be detected.
However, when the vehicles are densely distributed, false
alarms can happen often.

B. E-P2DAP – Detecting Events Instead of Sybil Attack

In the C-P2DAP scheme, an RSB reports to the DMV
whenever it finds any set of pseudonyms that hash to the same
coarse-grained values. Thus, when an event is reported by a
large number of vehicles, C-P2DAP can cause false alarms.
Clearly, on a road with heavy traffic, such false alarms will
create a heavy communication overhead on DMV. To address
this problem, we observe that detecting each and every Sybil
attack may not be necessary for practical VANET applications.
We first make the following assumptions: (i) each false (faked)
event is generated by only one malicious vehicle; (ii) benign
vehicles will not report false events. We then propose the
Event-P2DAP scheme (abbreviated as E-P2DAP), which does
not detect all Sybil attacks, but only detects those creating
false events.

For an event (ti, lj , ek), the RSB collects a list of
pseudonyms Li,j,k used to sign the event. If ∀p, p′ ∈ Li,j,k,
H(p|κc) = H(p′|κc), i.e., all the pseudonyms used to sign
(ti, lj , ek) have the same coarse-grained hash value, then the
event is probably sent from only one vehicle, and is likely a
faked event. In this case, the RSB generates a report with the
same format as in C-P2DAP and sends it to the DMV.

In this scheme, the DMV only needs to examine the
pseudonyms in two cases: 1) an attacker reports a false event
and carries out a Sybil attack; 2) a true event is reported by
multiple benign vehicles whose pseudonyms have the same
coarse-grained hash value, which is a false alarm. Obviously,
the number of false alarms is likely to be small compared
to the total number of the pseudonyms that RSBs process.
Therefore, the RSBs are able to efficiently take over most of
the pseudonym processing tasks, thus reducing the burden on
the DMV.

C. T-P2DAP – Detecting Collusion

One issue with the E-P2DAP scheme is that it cannot
detect colluding vehicles, i.e., two or more malicious vehicles
reporting the same faked event. In order to address the
collusion, we propose Threshold-P2DAP (abbreviated as T-
P2DAP), described as follows – We assume each faked event
is generated by a small number of colluding attackers instead
of one attacker, but that number will not exceed a threshold
τ . Then, for a pseudonym list Li,j,m, the RSB calculates the
coarse-grained hash value for each pseudonym p ∈ Li,j,k, and
obtains a set of coarse-grained hash values Sc. If |Sc| ≤ τ and
two or more pseudonyms in Li,j,k map to the same coarse-
grained hash value, the RSB suspects the event to be fake
and reports to the DMV. Similar to the above C-P2DAP and
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E-P2DAP schemes, the DMV in the T-P2DAP scheme then
examines the RSB report and finds out whether the event is
from attackers.

Comparing to E-P2DAP, T-P2DAP is more resilient to
collusion. Any false event reported by less than τ attackers
can be detected by an RSB. Obviously, T-P2DAP has a larger
false alarm rate than E-P2DAP.

In this section, we introduced C-P2DAP, E-P2DAP, and T-
P2DAP. Note that the first 2 schemes are special cases of
T-P2DAP. In T-P2DAP, if τ = 1, an RSB detects a Sybil
attack by verifying that the coarse-grained hash values of the
pseudonyms used to sign a single event are the same. Thus,
T-P2DAP becomes E-P2DAP. On the other hand, when τ ≥
number of coarse-grained hash values, an RSB reports a Sybil
attack once it finds the coarse-grained hash values of two
pseudonyms used to sign an event are the same. In this case,
T-P2DAP becomes C-P2DAP. Currently, the T-P2DAP cannot
detect the colluding vehicles if each malicious vehicle only
reports a faked event with one pseudonym. However, such
an attack is not a Sybil attack and is beyond the scope of
this paper. Section V will show more details of performance
comparison between the three schemes.

IV. DISCUSSIONS: IMPROVEMENTS ON P2DAP

In this section, we propose several improvements to the
above P2DAP schemes from the perspectives of key revoking
convenience and adaptivity.

A. Revoking the Pseudonyms of Malicious Vehicles

After a malicious vehicle is detected, the DMV should
revoke all its pseudonyms. In this subsection, we discuss three
possible approaches of revoking vehicles that can be combined
with P2DAP.

The first two approaches are to use the revocation schemes
proposed in [12], i.e., Revocation of the Tamper-Proof Device
(RTPD) and Revocation using Compressed Certificate Revoca-
tion Lists (RC2RL). The RTPD requires the hardware-support
on the vehicle, in which a tamper-proof device (TPD) used
to store pseudonyms and sign messages is installed on each
vehicle. On observing a malicious vehicle, the DMV sends a
revocation message to the TPD, then the TPD will erase all
the pseudonyms and stop signing messages. By this approach,
the DMV can revoke a vehicle in a single message.

Different from RTPD, RC2RL does not assume any hard-
ware support such as the TPD; Instead, it creates a bloom
filter for all the pseudonyms to be revoked. The bloom filter
is then broadcasted to all the vehicles. On receiving a message,
a vehicle uses the bloom filter to verify its pseudonym, and
drop it if the pseudonym is found revoked In the paper [12],
the size of each bloom filter is estimated as tens of Kbytes.
Therefore, in order to revoke a vehicle, the DMV needs to
flood tens of Kbytes throughout the network.

The third approach is to create a secret key for each vehicle
that helps to identify its pseudonyms. Such a secret key is
regarded as a “backdoor” in this paper. The Group Signature
(GS) schemes proposed in [6] can be used to generate such
a backdoor. In the GS scheme, each vehicle is equipped with
a group public key gpkCA and a private signature key gskV ,

and generates its own pseudonyms. On creating a pseudonym
Ki

V , the vehicle generates a group signature ΣCA,V (Ki
V )

for Ki
V with the private key gskV , and then calculates a

certificate CertHCA(Ki
V ) using the group public key gpkCA.

Other vehicles can verify Ki
V by validating ΣCA,V (Ki

V ) using
CertHCA(Ki

V ). When the DMV needs to revoke a vehicle, it
simply broadcasts the vehicle’s private signature key gskV .

The idea of GS is adopted in the initialization stage of
P2DAP, in which the DMV generates gskV and ΣCA,V (Ki

V )
for the vehicle V when generating a pseudonym Ki

V . The
DMV will distribute the pseudonyms, the group signatures,
and the group public key gpkCA to the vehicles, and keep the
private key gskV as the “backdoor” of V . The vehicles can
then use the pseudonyms to sign the messages, and use gpkCA

to verify certificates of the pseudonyms. When the DMV needs
to revoke a vehicle V , it broadcasts gskV , like the DMV does
in the GS signature scheme. On receiving gskV , a vehicle can
verify whether a pseudonym is from vehicle V , thus being able
to identify the messages from a revoked vehicle.

In this subsection, three different approaches of revoking
pseudonyms are discussed. In these approaches, RTPD incurs
small communication and computation overhead, but it re-
quires hardware support. RC2RL and GS do not need hardware
support, but they require large communication overhead and
computation overhead, respectively. Each method has its pros
and cons, and which one to choose depends on the system’s
available resources.

B. τ -P2DAP: Real-Time Adaptive P2DAP Scheme

This subsection discusses the P2DAP scheme adaptive to the
real-time traffic. For a particular RSB, the number of nearby
vehicles is a time-varying value. For example, the study in [13]
shows that within one day, the traffic volume in a street near
Incheon International Airport ranges from 10 vehicles/hour to
3000 vehicles/hour. Such fluctuations in traffic volume causes
difficulty in using a single detection scheme to efficiently
detect the attackers. When there are fewer vehicles, the E-
P2DAP or the T-P2DAP with a small threshold is preferred,
such that the malicious vehicles can be detected with a smaller
cost. When the traffic volume is high, the C-P2DAP, or the
T-P2DAP with a large threshold, is selected to better catch
collusions. A method to solve this problem is to make each
RSB adaptively choose detection scheme the DMV based on
the traffic volume.

We then propose τ -P2DAP, in which each RSB checks
the total number of received packets for each reported event
(written as NPE) when it attempts to detect a Sybil attack.
NPE can then be a parameter to calculate the value of τ
in the T-P2DAP, using the equation τ = αNPE , where α
is an estimated proportion of attackers among all vehicles.
The value of α can be either pre-distributed to the RSBs,
or learned by the RSBs during detection of attackers. Using
α, we estimate the number of nearby attackers, and use this
estimation as the value of τ .

With τ -P2DAP, the RSB is expected to adaptively report to
the DMV based on the current traffic status. The algorithm
may not always be the best one if the malicious vehicles
intentionally mislead the RSB. For example, the malicious
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vehicles can use an extremely large number of pseudonyms
to sign an event, such that the RSB is forced to use C-P2DAP
and incurs huge communication overhead to the DMV. Also,
several colluding malicious vehicles can generate many events,
each signed with a small number of pseudonyms, such that
the RSB will use E-P2DAP algorithm and miss these events.
However, in the first case, these malicious vehicles are guar-
anteed to be quickly detected, and the large communication
overhead hence brought up will only last for a short period.
In the second case, these faked events can be easily filtered
out when there is a large enough number of benign vehicles
around.

C. κ-P2DAP: Distribute Different Information to Different
RSBs

This subsection discusses the adaptive P2DAP algorithm
from the location perspective. Even in the same city or county,
the traffic volume varies significantly on different roads. As
shown in a survey of traffic volume in 2002 at Columbia,
NY [14], on different streets in the Columbia county, the
average traffic volume ranges from 100 to 25,000 vehicles/day.
Thus, it is difficult to determine the number of coarse-grained
groups when the P2DAP scheme is applied. A small number
of coarse-grained groups will result in many false alarms on
a highway, while a large number can harm the privacy of
vehicles in a small community. To solve this issue, we propose
κ-P2DAP, which extends the 2-level hash keys to n-level hash
keys to cope different traffic volumes. In this scheme, the
DMV distributes different subsets of the hash keys to the RSBs
based on the traffic volume near them.

When generating a pseudonym, instead of using two hash
keys, the DMV uses q hash keys {κ1, · · · , κq} to calculate
the hash values. With each hash key κi, the DMV calculates
an ε-bit hash value Γi,j = H(pj|κi) for the pseudonym
pj . The hash values for the pseudonym pj is written as
Γj = (Γ1,j , · · · , Γq,j), and can be considered as an element
of a q-dimensional space V , in which each dimension has 2ε

elements. The DMV keeps generating pseudonyms, until their
hash values fill the space V .

After all the pseudonyms are generated, the DMV dis-
tributes the pseudonyms that can hash to the same value with
the keys {κ1, · · · , κβ} to the same vehicle, where β is chosen
such that 2βε ≥ NV . After that, DMV adaptively release
the last δ hash keys {κq−δ+1, · · · , κq} to the RSB, where δ
is determined by the traffic volume around the RSB. If we
want the RSB not being able to distinguish among vehicles
passed by within an hour, we should have δ = log2KV

ε , where
KV is the number of vehicles passing by the RSB within
an hour. Such an indistinguishability of one vehicle among N
multiple vehicles is defined as N −anonymity [15], which is
an important metric of privacy. More details about anonymity
will be discussed in Section V-C.

One possible issue of κ-P2DAP is that an attacker can
compromise an RSB that watches heavy traffic and use the
knowledge to track vehicles on roads with less traffic. In this
scenario, the vehicles will lose their privacy. Therefore, when
releasing keys to an RSB, the DMV needs to consider both
the local traffic and the cost of compromising the RSB. RSBs

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATION.

Params Dense Vehicles Sparse Vehicles

Street length (m) 2,000 20,000
Comm Radius (m) 200 50

Street Width (lanes) 3 3
Lane Width (m) 3 3

Vehicle Speed (m/s) 25 – 35 25 – 35
Pseudonyms/Vehicle per Day 20 20
Vehicle Packet Rate (pkts/s) 3 3

Simulation Time (s) 400 800

with more hash keys are expected to be more difficult to
compromise. κ-P2DAP has increased computational overhead
of DMV and the RSBs. However, the communication overhead
remains the same as the other P2DAP schemes discussed in
Section III.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of P2DAP using
the following metrics: computation/communication overhead
of the DMV, privacy of the vehicles, and detection latency.
We also examine the tradeoff between detection latency and
overhead. Results from the evaluation are expected to offer
insights into the design of practical vehicular networks.

A. Simulation Setup

The P2DAP scheme is simulated in ns-2 version 2.29. We
use the 802.11a MAC and PHY layer protocol, and the SHA-
1 hashing as our hash function. In the initialization stage,
we use SHA-1 hashing function to generate pseudonyms that
are enough for our use. We also simulated two different
scenarios – one comprised densely-distributed vehicles (in
Sections V-D and V-E), and the other comprised sparsely-
distributed vehicles (in Section V-F). The major simulation
parameters are listed in Table I.

In our simulation, we randomly generate events with differ-
ent time intervals, locations, and types, and then store them in
a global array. When generating the events, we consider the
length of time interval as 20 seconds, and the length of location
segment as 250m, with a total number of 5 different event
types. Each vehicle periodically accesses the array, obtains
the events with current time interval and the vehicle’s current
location, and broadcasts them. A vehicle also relays events
heard from other vehicles.

We have defined four types of nodes: benign vehicle,
malicious vehicle (attacker), RSB and the DMV. A benign
vehicle frequently senses the events, sign and broadcast them.
Meanwhile, an attacker generates a random number of events,
then signs each event with multiple pseudonyms and broad-
casts them. Due to the small number of event types in our
simulation, there is a high probability that two attackers
report the same event, thus creating a colluding scenario. This
behavior of attackers is called “semi-collusion”, because there
are times that they report events individually. We intuitively
create such a behavior to test P2DAP’s resilience to colluding
attackers.
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In the following subsections, we will present our results for
the following schemes:

• C-P2DAP - Detects all Sybil attacks.
• E-P2DAP - Detects Sybil attacks that generate false

events.
• T-P2DAP - Detects collusions of a threshold number of

attackers.
• τ -P2DAP – Detects collusion with a traffic-volume-

adaptive threshold number of attackers.

κ-P2DAP only differs from other algorithms in the initial-
ization stage, and does not have a different behavior when
detecting Sybil attacks. Therefore, we do not evaluate its
performance in our simulation.

B. Theoretical and Experimental Results: Computational
Overhead of Generating Pseudonyms

Assume we have NV vehicles in total, while each vehicle
needs M pseudonyms. We also assume a hash function
generating evenly-distributed hash values. We first calculate
an upper bound (defined as Nu) of the expected number of
pseudonyms that the DMV needs to generate for all vehicles.
We start from the case of M = 1, in which the problem is
converted to a coupon collector’s problem [16]. The expected
number of generated pseudonym is Np ≡ NV log NV +
μNV + 1

2 + o(1), where μ ≈ 0.577. Thus, for M > 1,
Nu = M × (NV log NV + μNV + 1

2 + o(1)). On the other
hand, we can easily find from the definition of Np that it
has the lower bound of O(MNV ). Therefore, we conclude
that in order to generate a year’s pseudonyms, the number
of pseudonyms that the DMV needs to generate is between
O(MNV ) and O(MNV log NV ).

We next calculate the cost of generating short-period
pseudonyms. In this scenario, the pseudonyms of each vehicle
are divided into d equal portions, and each portion is hashed
with a unique key. Therefore, with each hash key, the DMV
needs to generate M/d pseudonyms for each vehicle. In this
case, we have

Nu = d(
M

d
× (NV log NV + μNV +

1
2

+ o(1))) (1)

= M × (NV log NV + μNV +
1
2

+ o(1)) (2)
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Fig. 4. Computational overhead generating short-period pseudonyms. Each
vehicle has a total of 200 pseudonyms.

While the lower bound of the number of pseudonyms is still
O(MNV ). Therefore, the upper bound and the lower bound
of the expected number of generated pseudonyms for short-
period keys remains the same. Obviously, in the extreme
case where each time interval only has one pseudonym, the
expected number of generated pseudonyms will reach the
upper-bound Nu.

We then use the simulator to generate the pseudonyms.
Since we only need to obtain the number of pseudonyms
generated by the DMV, we stopped the simulation right
after the initialization stage. The comparison between the
theoretical results and the experimental results of generating
long-period pseudonyms are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen
that the experimental results fall between the calculated upper
bounds and lower bounds.

Also, in Figure 4, we show that short-period keys increases
the expected number of generated pseudonyms. When dividing
pseudonyms into 50 short periods, the number of generated
pseudonyms almost doubled, yet it has not reached the upper
bound Nu.

C. Experimental Results: Privacy

We first give the definition and metric of privacy in our
scenario. If an RSB is compromised, the attacker can obtain
the coarse-grained hash keys stored in the RSB, thus learning
the coarse-grained hash values of all the pseudonyms. How-
ever, because the coarse-grained hash values are shared among
multiple vehicles, the knowledge of a vehicle’s coarse-grained
hash value does not compromise its anonymity completely.
Here we are using the k-anonymity model in [15] to evaluate
privacy; in order to avoid confusing k in the k-anonymity with
our keys, we rename the model of privacy as N -anonymity
and apply its definition to vehicular networks:
Given a set of vehicles {Vi}1≤i≤NV , a set of attribute

values A and a one-way attribute function F : {Vi} → A,
the vehicle set is said to achieve N -anonymity if and only
if for each attribute value a ∈ F ({Vi}), there are at least
N occurrences of a in F ({Vi}), where NV is the number
of vehicles.

From this definition, we see that the anonymity of the
vehicles to an RSB equals to the number of fine-grained
groups in each coarse-grained group. Therefore, we conclude
that the anonymity of vehicles in case of RSB compromise is
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2nf , where nf is the number of bits in the fine-grained hash
value. In other words, the anonymity is M/2nc , where nc is
the number of bits in the coarse-grained hash value. In order
to study the privacy of vehicles in a subset of all the vehicles,
we generate pseudonyms for 256 vehicles, and randomly pick
a subset of vehicles to examine their anonymity. The results
are shown in Figure 5, from which we see the anonymity of
the vehicles quickly converges to 0 when the number of bits
of coarse-grained hash values goes to 5. For more vehicles,
we expect a longer coarse-grained hash value is required to
reduce the anonymity. For 224 (more than a million) vehicles,
we expect a 20-bit coarse-grained hash value can make the
anonymity 0.

D. Experimental Results: Communication Overhead

1) Overhead on the RSBs: Figure 6 shows the number of
packets processed by an RSB. From the figure, obviously the
number of packets received by an RSB increases with the
increase in the number of attackers or the number of benign
vehicles. We include these results here for the later comparison
of the overhead on the DMV and show the reduction of
overhead with the introduction of P2DAP.
2) Overhead on the DMV: We next examine the number

of packets sent to the DMV when an RSB detects suspicious
activities and reports to the DMV. This metric is indicative
of the communication overhead over the backhaul network
connecting the RSB and the DMV. Moreover, the number
of packets forwarded by the RSB dictates the computation
overhead of the DMV, since the latter must process each of
these packets to detect/confirm a Sybil attack.

• Overhead on the DMV: C-P2DAP
We first show the results of the C-P2DAP scheme in
Figure 7 and Figure 8. We observe an increase in the
number of transmitted packets when the number of
coarse-grained hash values increases in Figure 7. This
result is because: for a suspected event with a given
number of pseudonyms, when the number of coarse-
grained hash values increases, the number of packets
used to report the event increases. On the other hand,
from figure 8, we see the number of pseudonyms from an
RSB slightly decreases for increasing number of coarse-
grained hash values. While this result seems to contradict
the results shown in Figure 7, it can be easily explained as
follows: in C-P2DAP, a larger number of coarse-grained
hash values result in a smaller number of false alarms.
From both Figure 7 and Figure 8, we see that the
communication overhead of the DMV is very large, thus
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schemes

causing a huge computation overhead to the DMV as
well. Therefore, we conclude that, though being able to
detect all the malicious behaviors, the C-P2DAP is not
scalable to large number of vehicles.

• Overhead on the DMV: E-P2DAP
We next show the relationship between the number of
packets from an RSB and the number of benign vehicles
in E-P2DAP scheme in Figure 9. In the implementation
of this scheme, we split each reported event to several
packets such that each RSB report packet contains at
most 20 pseudonyms. Therefore, it is not necessary to
check the exact number of pseudonyms sent from an
RSB, because it can be easily estimated from the number
of packets sent from the RSB. By comparing the results
in Figure 9 and Figure 7, we find that the packets
received by the DMV is much less when using E-P2DAP,
which means the E-P2DAP can efficiently distribute the
job of detecting Sybil attack the RSBs. Moreover, from
Figure 9, we observe that the communication overhead
of the DMV almost remains at the same level when the
number of benign vehicles increases. We conclude from
these observations that the E-P2DAP is scalable to large
number of benign vehicles.

• Overhead on the DMV: T-P2DAP
We then examine the DMV overhead in T-P2DAP. Similar
to E-P2DAP, each packet from RSBs to the DMV con-
tains an event and a maximum of 20 signing pseudonyms.
If an event is signed with more than 20 pseudonyms, the
RSBs will split the report into several packets. Figure
10 shows the communication overhead of the DMV in
T-P2DAP scheme. We observe an increase in commu-
nication overhead when the value of τ increases or the
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number of attackers increases. However, the overhead is
still much lower than C-P2DAP.

• Discussion on the Three Schemes
As shown above, the C-P2DAP is costly. Comparing to
the C-P2DAP, the E-P2DAP has a significant decrease of
the communication overhead of the DMV. On the other
hand, as a trade-off between C-P2DAP and E-P2DAP, the
communication overhead of T-P2DAP is between them,
and is adaptive. One interesting observation by comparing
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Figure 7 and Figure 10 is that even when τ is only one
less than the number of coarse-grained hash values, the
communication overhead of T-P2DAP is much less than
the C-P2DAP.

E. Simulation Results: Latency for Detecting Malicious Vehi-
cles

In our simulation, the latency Δt for detecting an attacker
is defined as tdetect − tattack, where tdetect is the time when
the attacker is detected by the DMV, and tattack is the time
when the attacker first attacks.
1) C-P2DAP: The C-P2DAP guarantees that every Sybil

attack can be detected, therefore Δt is expected to be the
shortest. As discussed in Section III, an RSB makes one
detection for suspected actions/events at each time interval.
Therefore, the earliest time that an attack being caught is in
the next time interval of that attack, and Δt is expected to be
the length of the time interval.

In Figure 11, we show Δt for the C-P2DAP. We observe
that Δt increases for an increasing number of vehicles or an
increasing number of Γ (coarse-grained hash values), and Δt
is obviously greater than the length of the time interval when
the number of vehicles is greater than 90. All these differences
are due to a same reason – Recall that in C-P2DAP, a large
number of benign vehicles will cause huge communication
overhead on the DMV. With a limited bandwidth between
the RSB and the DMV, such overhead may cause delay for
RSB report (Note that in the simulation, the transmission rate
between the RSB and the DMV is 3 pkts/sec), which explains
the increase of Δt. Therefore, we conclude that the C-P2DAP
scheme, although theoretically guarantees to detect every Sybil
attack, may fail or have a large latency on a highly congested
road. In real life, we can have much more bandwidth between
an RSB and the DMV to solve this issue. However, the
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result shows a constraint of C-P2DAP – it requires many
computation and communication resources to guarantee the
successful detections and short detection latency.
2) E-P2DAP: We next examine Δt of E-P2DAP scheme

in Figure 12. We observe that the number of benign vehicles
has little impact on Δt. This is because probability that all the
vehicles reporting an event have the same value of Γ is small.
On the other hand, we observe an increasing value of Δt when
the number of attackers increases, which can be explained as
follows.

Given semi-colluding attackers, the E-P2DAP scheme can-
not detect colluding attackers. However, once an attacker
reports an event by itself, it will be detected and then re-
voked. With more attackers being detected, the probability of
attackers’ collusion decreases, and the remaining attackers are
more likely to be detected. In this process, E-P2DAP detects
attackers one after another. When there are more attackers,
it takes more time for E-P2DAP to observe events signed by
only one attacker, thus prolonging Δt.
3) T-P2DAP: The detection delay in T-P2DAP is shown

in Figure 13. From the simulation results, we see that by
increasing the value of τ , Δt is decreased to around 20s, which
is the length of time interval in the simulation. Such results
mean that the semi-collusion is resolved by T-P2DAP. Besides,
we observe that latency introduced by the communication
overhead is not significant. Without this latency, the value of
Δt of T-P2DAP is even better than that of C-P2DAP.
4) Discussion of the Above Three Schemes: When design-

ing the above three schemes, according to the resilience to
collusion for them, we would expect Δt to be:

ΔtC-P2DAP < ΔtT-P2DAP < ΔtE-P2DAP

As shown in Figure 12, E-P2DAP has the highest Δt as
expected. On the other hand, by comparing Figures 11 and 13,
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we observe that due to its light communication overhead, T-
P2DAP could win over C-P2DAP in terms of detection latency
in the scenario with constrained communication resources.

F. Scenarios with Sparser Vehicle Distribution

In the subsections V-D and V-E, we simulated a road of
length 2,000m and vehicles with a radio range of 200m. In
such a scenario, each RSB is expected to hear almost all
the event reports when the number of vehicles on the road
is over 50. The above scenario can simulate the case where
the vehicles are highly congested. While in some other cases,
vehicles are more sparsely distributed, and not every packet
from every vehicle can be captured by the RSB. To simulate
such a case, we create a different scenario, in which vehicles
go back and forth on a road with a length of 20,000m. Also,
the communication radius is set to 50m instead of 200m.
Thus, RSBs have less opportunity to overhear vehicles, and the
traffic volume near an RSB fluctuates more. We compare the
performance of τ -P2DAP and T-P2DAP under this scenario.
Considering that both C-P2DAP and E-P2DAP are special
cases of T-P2DAP, we do not individually analyze them in
this subsection.
1) Communication Overhead of the RSB: We first show

the communication overhead of the RSB such that we can
compare them to the overhead of the DMV later. As Figure 14
shows, the overhead increases when the number of attackers
or the number of benign vehicles grows. This result is similar
to the scenario with densely-distributed vehicles, and is an
expected behavior.
2) Communication Overhead of the DMV: In Figure 15, we

show the communication overhead of the DMV for T-P2DAP
and τ -P2DAP. In T-P2DAP, we use 4-bit coarse-grained hash
values; while in τ -P2DAP, we use both 3-bit and 4-bit coarse-
grained hash values. From the result of T-P2DAP, we observe
slight fluctuations in the communication overhead when τ
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Fig. 15. Communication overhead of the DMV, 10 malicious vehicles.

increases. This fluctuation happens because an increasing
value of τ can have two opposite results – on one hand, when
τ grows, the number of packets forwarded to the DMV grows
as well, thus increasing the overhead; on the other hand, a
larger value of τ also causes a shorter detection latency, which
results in a smaller overall communication overhead. From
Figure 15(b), we see that when α < 0.15, the communication
overhead of τ -P2DAP remains at the same level of the T-
P2DAP with τ = 2. When α > 0.15, the communication
of τ -P2DAP increases dramatically. The results show that
when α ≤ 0.15, we can obtain an acceptable communication
overhead.
3) Detection Latency: We next check the value of Δt of

the above two schemes. From Figure 16, we observe that Δt
of τ -P2DAP quickly drops to 30 seconds when α > 0.05,
and then maintains at a constant level. On the other hand,
T-P2DAP can achieve the similar Δt only when τ ≥ 8.

When combined the conclusion from the communication
overhead, we conclude that when 0.05 < α < 0.15, τ -P2DAP
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Fig. 16. Average detection latency of 10 malicious vehicles.

achieves a good tradeoff between overhead and latency, i.e.,
Δt reaches 30 seconds at the cost of around 580 packets’
communication overhead on the DMV. Such a trade-off cannot
be achieved by using a fixed value of τ in T-P2DAP, with
the following reason. In T-P2DAP, to achieve the same level
of Δt, we require τ ≥ 8; while to achieve the same level
of communication overhead, we require τ ≤ 2. The two
requirements of the value of τ cannot be satisfied at the same
time. Also, note the actual percentages of attackers are 12.5%
(for 70 benign vehicles and 10 attackers) and 16.7% (for 50
benign vehicles and 10 attackers). From these observations,
these proportions of attackers among all the vehicles are in
the “best” range of α. Therefore, we conclude that, once a
proper estimation of α can be made, τ -P2DAP can achieve
a satisfying trade-off between communication overhead and
detection latency.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a new method to detect Sybil
attacks in VANET. The proposed method distributes the com-
putation workload from the DMV to RSBs while releasing
only a limited amount of information by using hash collusions.
We also discussed some improvements on our scheme. Based
on simulation results presented, we prove that the idea of
distributing DMV workload to RSBs with limited information
released is applicable in other VANET security and privacy
applications.

One interesting future work is to develop a machine-
learning algorithm to predict the ratio and activities of mali-
cious vehicles. With a good estimation of the ratio of attackers,
P2DAP is expected to efficiently catch attackers with a small
overhead and delay. Besides, the DMV can be involved for

a centralized management of resources during the detection.
Furthermore, the DMV can be distributed to different areas
such as regional DMV, which matches the case in real life,
and forms a more powerful structure.

Other future work includes developing a more efficient
method for partial pseudonym distribution. Moreover, we
expect the ideas of distributing the DMV’s duty to multiple
RSBs for more applications than Sybil detection. Also, in our
future experiments, real devices and 802.11p protocols are
planned to be used.
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